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Abstract A review of the techniques and terminology used in the field 
of computers in communications, with particular emphas i s on computer net-
works, is followed by a presentation of some research activity at Yorktown 
(in conjunction with ARPA netwo rk personnel) concerning two specific net-
works together with their operation protocols, and an examinat ion of the 
problems arising in the design of a network machine. 

Review of Tel ecommunications' Techniques 

A basic component of any communications system is the communication 
link, of which there are a variety of types. On a simplex line, information 
traffic is in one direction only, perhaps from a data collection terminal. 
These lines are not very common. A half duplex line can carry data in 
either direction, but not both ways at the same time. All current IBM 
equipment uses half duplex communication lines. Full duplex lines pe rmit 
two-way communication simultaneously. 

In addition to these three modes of operation, there are many different 
speeds at which lines can transfer data. For instance , voice grade lines 
run at 2000 bits/sec. and are the principle lines in A. T. & T!s telephone 
network. Sub-voice lines, which may run at 150 bits/sec ., are primarily 
used for interactive terminals; since terminals only generate data at 
about this rate, the line is used efficiently and therefore economically. 
A high speed line, often needed for analogue data, operates at 50k 
bi ts/ sec. and is used whenever high data rates are required, as in the 
ARPA network. 

Whether to have a dedicated, leased line or a dial-up, switched line 
depends on how heavily it is to be used. Roughly if a line i s in us e for 
more than 20 hours a month, it is cheaper to have a -leased line, to 
increase band width and reduce errors. Against this, a switched line has 
the obvious advantage of flexibility. 
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There are two different modes of transmiss ion along a line, namely 
synchronous and asynchronous transmission. To achieve synchronous 

transmisssion both ends of the line must be synchronized and the data 
transmitted at a synchronous rate. Modems provide the synchronization 
of the data at both bit and character level. Large data transfers , such 
as files or from a j ob entry station, are commonly made over 
synchronous lines. Data concentrators are often used to combine a number 
of voice grade lines to obtain more efficient utilization of a synchronous 
line. This ensures a steady stream of data bits. 

Asynchronous transmission involves preceding each data item by a 
.;-re-assigned 'start character ' , and following the item by an ' end 
character'. This is well suited to use by non-buffered terminals. 
The advantages and disadvantages of the two modes are summarized below. 

Asynchronous Synchronous 
(Start-Stop) 

Little, if any data Good ratio of data 
lost through lack of to contro l bits 

Advantages synchronization as ( l ow redundancy) . 
each character is 
indi vidually 
synchronized. 

High rate of control Much data can be 
Di sadvantages information to data lost between synch 

information (hi gh pattern if devices 
redundancy) • become 'unsynched' . 

Increasing use of more sophisticated terminals, which need much higher 
data rates, is leading to a corresponding decrease in the use of 
asynchronous lines. 

The three types of modulation most frequently applied by modems 
('modem' abbreviates modulation/demodulation) are frequency, phase and 
amplitude modulation of the signal. Modulation is needed to make 
effective use of the analogue communications network _ in the U.S .A. this 
is A.T. & T.' s system of voice lines. There is a trade- off; more economic 
use of a line requires more dense l y packed data, but th i s incurs increased 
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costs in ericod ing and decoding the data. The following di agram shows how 
amplitude modulation can be u s ed to give f our distinct level s of s ignal, 
and t hus encode two bits within each information frame . Note that t he 
word ' baud' refers to an information frame . 

00 11 : 10 ! 01 00 - ---- --1----

In th i s case, 1 baud/sec 
represents 2 bits/sec. 

Error detection in the data communications area is the subject of many 
books, and from the viewpoint of university curricula, could provide a 
course in itself. To obtain increased effectiveneness in detecting 
errors it is necessary to pay a cost in terms of diminished t hroughput 
of the original data along the line. Parity ch ecking on each character 
transmitted is widely used, but statist ic s have been published indicating 
that on a 1200 baud line, 49"/0 of the errors occurred wi t h in seven bits of 
another error. In consequence , approximat.ely 30% of the errors would· not 
be detected by parity checking only on characters . An additional che ck 
can be made by counting the number of '1' bits in a message, and t ransmit-
ting this count after each message. 

More sophi sticated techniques are also used, such as polynomial codes , 
whereby a bit string i s mapped to a polynomial, and t he rema inder under 
division by some fixed polynomial is used as a checking mechanism . 

Communications net works have been constructed in a variety of 
configurations. The next diagram shows a single line, operat ing at high 
speed, connecting a number of nodes, one of whi ch i s designated as t he 
loop controller • 
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Each repeater station examines the data on the line , and if it is not 
intended for that station, passes it on to the next st&tion. One 
application of t he above type of network might involve on the order of 
100 badge reader stations, usually within a single local plant. 

Another frequently us ed network configuration i s known as a 
multidrop/multipoint network. Both features are shown in t h e diagram 
below, multipoint control being necessary at nodes D and F. 

Computer 
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G 

B F 
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One important special case makes use of multiplexor or concentrator to 
combine the data signals from each node before transmission to the central 
computer. 
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A data concentrator performs a more complex function than a multi-
plexor, in that a concentrator can restructure and buffer messages from 
its inputs before sending them out, usually along a higher speed synchron-
ous line. 

Contention for a line occurs when two or more systems connected to 
the line wish to send data simultaneously. Some kind of protocol is 
needed to resolve contention for a line; for instance a priority scheme 
between the systems could be used. An alternative is to use roll call 
polling, which gives fast response to demands and does not require very 
much logic As the name indicates, the method involves polling 
each system in the network in turn to determine whether the system is 
ready to send data. 

Message switching systems are another way of obtaining better line 
utilization, so as to reduce costs. The penalty incurred is that the 
delay time for responses can This could cause problems for some 
real time applications. The list below shows some of the functions a 
message switching system performs. 

1. Accepts messages from 
2. Determines determinations. 
3. Checks priority. 
4. Processes the message, and collects statistics. 
5. Provides error detection. 
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It has been found that the implementation of a logica l, end to end, 
acknowledgement (in addition to t he physical acknowledgement between 
two intermediat e message stations) is of great impo rtance in keeping 
track of messages within t he network. The ARPA message switching 
network has had to include t hi s fac ility, whi ch was not provided by 
t he original des i gn . 

All of the above networks aim to permit intercommuni cation of 
systems, such as terminals with a central computer, or betwe en 
computers. Observe t hat any comput er attached to a network must of 
course be aware of any data traffic and requests sent to that computer. 
The requisite interaction with t he network can be achieved by means of 
u ' communicat ions control program', the basic functions of which are 
exemplified in Figures 1, 2 and 3, which briefly do cument a communi cations 
control program for an IBM System 3/10. 

A communications subsystem is described to show the various components 
of a computer switching syst em within a network. It was built for a 
centralized computer network which will be described in more detail 
subsequent l y. This network was a star conf i guration of systems as shown 
in Figure 4. 

The centrally l ocated subsystem was designed to handle very large 
amount s of traffic. The line handler interfaced, via IBM's basic tele-
communications access method (BTAM) , to synchronous voice g rade lines 
(of differing speeds ) . Error recovery over and above t hat suppli ed by 
BTAM was buil t into the system. The queues we r e managed u s ing a 
round-robin dispatching algorithm on the blocks of the messages, thus 
ensurin g that a s ingle large message did not hold up the other short 
messages in the system. 

This review has tried to summari ze , or at least indicate, the many 
decisions and probl ems which have to be r es olved when setting up a 
communications network. The s peaker declared his prejudice for regarding 
network problems as extensions of computer probl ems . 

Professor Randell then asked for a quantifi cation of the work involved 
in producing, and the amount of code produced, for the communications 
subsystem described above. Dr . McKay r eplied 'Thre e. to four man-years of 
effort' and '50K bytes of storage'. 
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Figure 1 Communications control program 
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Dr. Fraser asked what the bandwidth of the system was . Dr. McKay 
pointed out that this depended on the number of lines being handled, 
which in turn was limited by the host computer. The initial implement-
ation on an IBM 360/50 support ed 3 x 50K baud lines and roughly 32 voice 
grade lines; transfer to a 360/91 increas ed the possible bandwidth 
considerably. 

Dr. Wheeler wondered if any statistics by types of error had been 
collected. Dr. Fraser answered that among others, the ARPA network and 
A.T. & T. had assembled a lot of data of this nature. 

Networks and their Operational Protocols 

The way in which net works operate , achieve their interconnection and 
establish the ability of users to communicate with other systems in the 
network is to be described. In particular detailed descriptions are to 
be given of two networks, the ARPA network and the network 440 with which 
the speaker was involved. 

ARPA originally started up with 16 host systems in two accumulations, 
one of which was on the west coast, the other on the east. In Figure 5 
the nodes represent the interconnections of the IMPs. An IMP is a front 
end to the host and has at least two 50 kilobaud lines coming out of it. 
An IMP has an interconnection facility of up to 7 lines and a substantial 
amount of analysis has been performed upon the topology of the interconnect-
ion of the IMPs. ARPA now has upwards of 35 sites including a satellite 
link to Europe. 

Figure 5 Interconnection between IMP's 
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The system was conceived in 1968 and three different l evels of 
p:rotocol were designed. These protocols, the subnet protocol, the 
host to host protoco l, and the us ers ' protoco l, are independent in 
t hat each has a dedicated purpos e . 

The subnet proto col comprises the int ercommuni cation s betwe en the 
I MPS , that is the communications subnet of t he ARPA network. A primary 
cons ideration was the r e liabl e transfer of bits - it was felt that this 
could be done better than by going through the dial network 'of A.T. & T. 
The average transit time should be l es s than half a second because 
i nteractive compute r s being used in an interactive environment were 
involved. The subnet-operat ion should be completely autonomous. (The 
speaker felt, however, that this was a serious design deficiency in that 
a lot of information could be gained from knowing what was happening in 
the communications net; such information could be valuable to the mode 
of oper ation of a host in that the host might wish to purge or bring some 
new function into play.) Another obj ective was that t he host-to-hos t 
protocol should be separate from the subnet des ign. 

The communications subnet protocol is seen in Figur e 6 as a packet-
switching transfer of data between the IMPs. A logical message consists 
of 8 units of transfer (or packets ). When a host has a logi cal message 
to send it transfers 8 packets of information into t he service IMP. The 
IMP breaks the message into packets and starts sending them. Each 
packet r eceived by a r eceiving IMP is acknowledged and when all packets 
have been reass embled by the receiving host a RFNM (request for next 
message) is sent back to the ori ginal host, indi cating that another 
logical message can be sent. Primarily the communi cations subnet 
handl es interrupts and resets buffers in the IMPs for the host channels. 
The IMPs handl e all routing through t he compli cated subnet. Whenever an 
IMP failure is recognized it i s handled by re-IPLing the IMP. 

Communications traffic in a network is often referred to as flow 
control. Flow control is summarized by the sequencing of messages, 
subnet connectivity, host responsiveness (being able to request the 
host to send the next message and thus ensure a continuing flow of 
traffic), and the allocation of buffers for the IMPs. A problem that 
occurred early on in the ARPA network was that if for some r eason a 
logical messa ge does not compl et ely arri ve at the destination IMP, then 
one buf f e r can get partly fill ed with the message and buffers can become 
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LOGICAL Msg (1000 CHAR) = 8 PACKETS (1000 BITS) 

PACKET PACKET 

IMP IMP RFNM IMP 

Msg. RFNM 

HOST 

1st LEVEL PROTOCOL (IMP TO HOST) 

Figure 6 Communications Subnet 
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tied up. Consequently the IMPs do not release their buffers; this can 
happen at various points in the network and other messages can be held 
up because of the congestion, thus the network can grind to a halt. To 
counter this problem the following action was taken: buffer storage for 

a reessage was allocated for its transfer through the network; IMP 1 would 
request IMP 2 to allocate enough storage within IMP 2 to accumulate a 
logical message. The designers had not wished to do this originally 
since they thought it would be a serious performance problem. However 
it was necessary, and in order to improve performance single packet 
messages were allowed to be their own alloc·ators of buffer storage, thus 
avoiding two-message type allocation in these cases. Multi-packet 

. messages would be sent to the destination IMP after allocation had been 
made, and if the RFNM was returned to the host and the host could send 
out the next logical message in that sequence of messages then the 
buffer allocation would not be deallocated if the message could arrive 
at the destination within 125 milliseconds. Thus buffers could be held 
in reserve for messages following on and allocation-deallocation 
procedures could be avoided for large file transfers. 

Host-to-host protocol also had a set of objectives for its design. 
The host systems were under the control of a time sharing system so the 
designers were conscious of making measurements because of the interactive 

traffic. The host systems were used for independent purposes so that it 
was necessary to preserve independent administrative control. Since 
experienced programmers were using the network there should be no 
restrictions upon programming languages and the character set. The 
design should be open ended so that the protocol could be changed, and 
there should be a minimum effect upon the host operating systems. This 
second level protocol is achieved by the NCP, the Network Control Program. 
The NCP must establish connections, be able to break connections and 
control the flow. It does this by receiving messages, for example, that 
an IMP is ready for a new logical message. If a user makes a request to 
the user protocol then this request comes into the NCP and a request for 
connection is sent out together with a connection number (sent number). 
This is received by a logger (a task running on the NCP on each of the 
servo systems), and assigned a received number in conjunction with the 
sent number. Thus two addresses are established and hence the logical 
link between the two systems is achieved. 
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The user's protocol utili zes a TELNET which will log a us e r onto a 
site of his choosing. It generates a proper set of control characte rs 
so that the system onto which the us e r is logging thinks it is dealing 
with a local system. Thus people (throughout the network) with different 
types of hardware terminals interconnected into their own hosts or TIPs 
(terminal IMPs) can establish connections to other systems. Participation 
in -other systems can thus be a chieved in a flexible manner. The TIPs can 
support 64 low speed (2400 baud) lines and have dial-up facilities through 
which access can be made to any computer in the network. 

The ARPA community decided to add to their network an Illiac - a big 
array machine and also a PDP 10 which is going to be s olely dedicated as 
a data computer in that it will accept a data description language and 
manage a trillion bits of storage. This large store i s to be used partly 
for a climate study. Ten years of weather data has been accumulated -
enough to fill up one-tenth of t h e store - and weather prediction studies 
are to be based upon it. - At Santa Barbara a "simple minded file system" 
has been developed and it allows 2314 disc storage online to a 360/75 to 
be used as a temporary hold facility for bit streams from users. A file 
transfer protocol, allowing the creation, opening, copying and deletion 
of files, has also been set up. The ARPA community is also trying two 
other experiments. Their graphic users are attempting to establish a 
standard protocol for transferring graphic data between various sites. 
Data conversion, or data reconfiguration is also of interest. By this 
technique the bit representation of data may be changed from one machine 
to another. This conversion, performed on an IMP or a TIP, operates upon 
the data as a bit stream and requires only parameters from the user in 
order to specify the format of the input and output streams. 

At Yorktown it was felt that netting would permit the use of shared 
programs and data; existing facilities and software ought to be utilized 
and all the functions of a network ought to be available to a user in a 
transparent manner. Furthermore such a system ought to be general purpose, 
and a batch type or1entation on top of an interactive capability was 
envisaged. The network 440 was set up as in Figure 7. The central 
computer was required to perform two functions - act as a communications 
subsystem and also as a network controller to coordinate the activity 
from users. The system communication interfac e is analogous to 
the NCP on the Arpariet, but it has another function in that if dynamic 
storage is available it could be allocated dynamically to the user's 
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interface. Initially the network control subsystem was run on the mod el 
50 but it was later moved to a dedicated 300K region on the model 91 at 
Yorktown. 

An objective that the designers kept in mind was that the network was 
really a multiprocessing system and should appear that way to the user. 
They were primarily interested in establishing a sequence of programming 
events for controlling communications among network users. The network 
controller was to set up the users' network jobs (or sessions). The user 
system interface allows communication between user systems and central 
systems. The communications subsystem - very similar to the first level 
protocol in the ARPA network - allows switching and provides temporary 
storage for messages. 

Jhe whole concept of the network 440 was that users would wish to 
specify a set of commands (or functions) for the network to perform. 
As an example consider the situation depicted by Figure 8. 

User 
System A 

Figure 8 

System B 
(File) 

System C 
(File) 

System D 
(A compute capability) 

Illustration of the use of facilities 
of different systems 
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The user at A wishes to take ·information from the files in systems 

Band C, have it processed by a program in system D, resulting in a 
report which is to be r eturned to A. In the network 440 this could be 
don with a network job using definition statements and command state-
ments. The definition statements allow the symboli c addressing of the 
various nodes (A,B,C etc. ) and should also contain attributes of the 
filets). The command statements would specify that the file at B should 
be moved to D and be operated on. (It i s important from a performance 

standpoint t hat files should not be transported in their entirety through 
the systems - rather an attempt should be made to de c ipher a request so 
t hat only the relevant information i s moved to th e user. This is howeve r 

·a non-trivial probl em. ) The request goes to B and the program is executed 
against the file giving a result, say OUTFILE1, which is moved from B to D. 
The same procedure applied to C results in a file OUTFILE2 being moved to D. 
When all the files are moved (indicated by status messages) the program at 
D is executed giving a report file which is returned to A. 

Each of the messages (including the status messages) is termed a 
logical message. The overall structure of the network was defined so 
that the network controller would set up a net job and a net job 
identification. Each step of a net job would have associated logical 
messages. Most logical messages (status messages for example) would consist 
of a single block, whereas a file transfer would consist of a se ri es of 
blocks; so that within a physical block there are logical sequence numbers. 
Hence a logical structuring can be given to every job in the network, and 
a map exists of exactly how a user's jobs were laid out t hroughout the 
entire network. If some irrecoverable error occurs somewhere in the net-

work then it is possible to instruct that certain message s (specif ied by 
their net job identifier) are to be purged ; thus selective purging to any 
desired level can be performed. 

In initialization, a network job establishes a connection to the 
system(s) in the network. The user systems have four possible responses 
to the initialization message. These are: 

1) Ready to receive and transmit. 
2) Cannot receive data but can receive control mes sages. 
3) Physically connected but cannot receive traffic from the network. 
4) Unable to handle new requests, but handling traffic for jobs in 

progress . 
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All systems have a resume message and because of the header mechanism and 
logical structure they can give a selective start-up to any job in the 
network. These were deliberately designed-in hooks in order to provide 
flexibility. As an example, suppose user node 1 is sending a logical 
message consisting of four blocks to user node 2 via node 3, and node 2 
goes down. Node 3 may be in the process of sending blocks to node 2 
through the grid node, in which case the grid nod e may reply 'I don't 
wish to take logical messages D from you ' or may do nothing. In the 
fi rst case node 3 would hold on to the messages pending (D2 , D3, D4) 
whilst in the latter the grid node would accumulate D2, D3, D4 in its 
buffers and hold them until system 2 came back. There is thus a choice 
·of whether to keep messages at the central site or at a user's site. 
In an unreliable network one might wish to move data as far and as 
quickly through the network as possible. 

A Network Machine - its Architecture and Control 

Introduction 

This section is concerned with the design of a network machine, in 
particular with that type of netl,ork machine which has a separate 
Network Controller which interfaces with the user. Not all networks 
have a separate controller, for example in the ARPA network the user 
has to get right into the network itself. The network controller ' s 
function is to discover exactly what the user wishes to do and then to 
take advantage of all the potential resources of the network to 
accomplish the user's aims. Naturally there are many problems to be 
overcome in designing such a network controller. 

When considering a network of any sort - in this case an actual 
network of machines with each site being a computer or system of computers -
it is almost always true that the systems are dissimilar and autonomous, 
thus there are many probl ems in bringing the systems together. In 
particular ther·e are value representation problems and problems 
associated with having different command languages. In designing a 
computer network it is necessary to sit down and attack these problems 
right from the start by answering questions such as 'How is the user 
going to do this?', ' Should this be transparent to ·the us e r? ' , 'How are 
we going to control this huge mass of resources?'. 
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Figure 9 is an architectural review of a network. This method of 
viewing a network is to see it as a combination of all the systems in the 

network; each system looks identical, that is, it doesn't necessarily have 

the same complement of functions as every other system but the identity of 

the system is the same. 

The Communications Subsystem can be any phys ical arrangement of the 

systems, for example, the ARPA communications subnet. The Logical Network 
Subsyst em basically contains all the functions necessary to operate the 

net,;ork and co-ordinate the us e r jobs. By means of intercommunication the 
logical netl;ork subsystems configure themselves into a logically central-

ized multiprocessor system. The summation of all the individual logical 

network subsystems is referred to as the Logical Network Facility. It is 
this.logical n etwork facility and the functions it must contain that will 

be discussed here. 

Logical network facility 

The logical network facility has two basic functions. The first, and 
mos t important, is to interact with the user and carry out his specified 

tasks. Secondly, because it is made up of many logical network subsystems, 
it has to set up and co-ordinate the control of the various functions 
needed to carry out the users tasks. 

It is important to reali se that, whereas in network 440 control was 
exercised by a single computer, in this network control originates from 
many points in the network. Similarly, it i s not necessary for the 
functions which support interaction with the user to be present on every 

system in the network; provided these functions are located on at least 
one of the systems, they can be dynamically brought in to support the 
users as the user population grows. Consequently the logical network 

facility must have the 'intelligence', and connections between the 
logical network subystems, such that it can direct the user to the system 
whe re the required function is located without the user being aware that 
any of this is happening. 

Figure 10 gives a review of the types of activiti e s that are going 

on in the network to support the user in carrying out his specified tasks. 
These activities fall into two distinct areas. Firstly, there is the 
collection and preparation of all information associated with a given 
task. This involves collecting together associated information from all 
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over the net ork, retrieving any other information that may be needed 
and physically moving data around the network. Secondly there is the 
control and management of the network operation to see that the spec ified 
task is carried out. This involves interacting, either through local JCL 
into a job stream, or through a local supervisor, with autonomous systems 
so as to take advantage of the re sources of the various systems in the 
network. This co-ordination and control of tasks involves an operations 
protocol for obtaining use of functions on various systems. 

Figure 11 indicates what is happening on each of these two support 
sides. Referenc e resolution is concerned with locat ing jobs, locating 
data, extracting pieces of data, gett ing data transferred, and conversion 
of the data to the correct format for the machine it i s to be used on. 
This dat a conversion probl em has been tackled in t wo di fferent ways on 
present systems. The ARPA network has a data-reconfiguration servi ce 
which takes an arbitrary input bit-stream together with input paramete rs 
describing how the bit-stream is broken down, and output paramet ers 
describing how the output bit-stream is to be made up. Network 440 
performs conversions directly on various entiti es of data , for example, 
it can convert a floating point number in IBM 360 format to one in CDC 
6600 format. The possibility of losing accuracy in the conversion proc ess 
i s tackled by making various alternatives available to the user. 

On the control side the main problem is scheduling, whi ch, in a 
n etwork, can be a very interesting probl em . If t he user i s given a 
degr ee of specification of what he wants to do, to t he point where he 
can define the resources that must be available to him, then the scheduler 
can do an effective job of matching the environment t he user wants for 
his job to one of the many environments available in t he network. When 
a user enters a job into the network he does not want to be come involved 
in the ambiguities and differences of local JCLs. What he really wants 
to be able to do is to specify in a general way what he want s done and 
then let the. network controll er generate the relevant local JCL commands, 
interface with the lo cal op erat ing systems and pass control blocks 
between the logical network SUbsystems. 

Network catalogue 

One of the main facilities that is needed in a network of this sort is 
a Network Catalogue to provide access to the constantly changing mass of 
information available in the network. Since this catalogue is to be 
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stored in the network, and since network control is a function that has 
to be carried out by the network, just like any user function, it is 
logical to allow the network catalogue to be distributed throughout the 
network. Several different types of entry may occur in this catalogue. 

The most obvious type of entry is the Data Name. This enables users 
to reference their data sets symbolically and not be concerned with the 
actual location of the data sets within the network. 

A second type of entry is the Descriptor. This is a data set which 
can describe the logical configuration of the network, or the logical 
configuration of a particular data set. Thus a user will have several 
,of these to d escribe his various data sets. Since descriptors are merely 
a special type of data set it is logical to name them, and hence allow 
them ,to be applied to any other data set of the same logical configuration. 

A third type of entry is the Group Association. This is a type of 
assignment on top of the us ers data, which is concerned with the various 
group associations within the structures of his own data files. It can 
also deal with such things as authorization information, that is, who can 
access a particular file. Since the user community is operating in the 
network environment it is obvious that certain data sets will be made 
available for public use, and that other data sets will be made available 
to a restricted group of users. Hence a network user is allowed to give 
group assignments to networks and network data, thereby giving a global 
or subglobal access capability to that data. Storing this information in 
the network catalogue allows the data management facility (discussed 
later) to control this availability of data. 

Also within the structure of the catalogue is a Network Catalogue 
EntEr. Since the network catalogue is distributed around the network it 
is necessary to have some means of knowing where each piece of the 
catalogue is. It is the network catalogue entry in the network catalogue 
which manages this network catalogue data. 

Network control language 

To enable the user to initiate and control his tasks there has to be 
a means of communication between the user and the network controller. 
This communication is carried out by means of a Network Control Language. 
This language should be an interactive type of control language and not 
merely a specification language. 
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The network control language must have a data description capability, 
that is, there must be a data description language either as a separate 
function or included within the network control language. Also the user 
must be given some means by which he can describe, with sufficient 
information, the programs he wished to have executed. For example he 
may say ' Here is my Fortran program, execute it fo r me, and I don ' t care 
where you do it', or he may wi sh to restrict it to a certain class of 
machines because of some depend encies on a particular compiler or piece 
of hardware. This allows the network controller to pick any machine, 
or any machine of a particular type, according to some scheduling 
algorithm which attempts to best match the resources available to the 
'users demands. Similarly the user should be able to initiate as many 
jobs as he wishes without having to wait for one to be completed before 
starting the next. It is then the network controll ers responsibility to 
schedule these jobs on the various machines, to collect and hold the 
results, and, if requested, to notify the user upon completion of a 
specified job . 

Logical network subsystem 

Each logical network subsystem is made up of several distinct 
functions. The first of these is the Primary Controller which initiates 
the network jobs and is the first thing that the us er comes into contact 
with when he attaches himself to the network. 

Next there is the Data Management Facility which, basically, 
implements resource sharing. The most important aspect of resource 
sharing is data transfer. Consequently the manipulation and descript ion 
of the data within the network is vital to enable the user, with the 
minimum effort on his part, to locate and extract the pieces of data 
that are of interest to him. As well as carrying out the users specified 
jobs, there will also be network control jobs to be executed . The 
functions to carry out these network control jobs are 
catalogued and stored in the network, and t he data management facility 
has to keep track of these functions as well as the functions directly 
related to the users job. 

There is also a Delegated Control Capability. This is the logical 
interface which recognizes and accepts that control is being del egated 
either into or out of a particular node and manage s t his transfer of 
control. 
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To co-ordinate all these functions there is a Common Controller. 
As r e levant information becomes available in the network it i s broad-
cast to all these conunon controllers so that they can update their 
stored information. The other functions then referenc e the information 
in thei r local conunon controller whenever they wish to make decisions 
involving such things as scheduling or assignment. 

An example 

This example assumes the same cond itions as that described in Figure 
8, that is, f our machines with two files, one program and the user all on 
different machines. The example is intended to illustrate the with 
.,;hich the user specifies what he wishes to do, and the fact that he i s 
not required to know the location of the files or the program but merely 
their names, say FILEA, FILEB, RPT respectively. 

The user informs the network controller that FILEA consists of ten 
records, each containing ten characters and that he wishes t hi s format 
to be known by the descriptor DES1 by saying something like 
'FILEA( (10REC(10CHAR))N .DES1 ), • He can then state that FILEB has t he 
same structure by saying 'FILEB(DES1), . 

The network controller can discover the actual location of t hese two 
files by referencing the network catalogue. It is then the network 
controllers job, via the data management facility, to move these files 
or parts of f ile s around the network as needed to carry out the users 
wishes. 

The user could now decide to assign the name A to the sixth record 
of FILEA by saying [6J'. He can concatenate records by saying 

[7] II A' and so forth. In this manner he builds up his library 
of catalogued information about his data and what he wants to do with it, 
until finally he has described his data environment to the network. 

Now to generate his desired report the user merely says 
where he wishes the program RPT to operate upon the data T to generate 
his report which will be stored unde r the name R. 

This type of functional capability is what the user really wants from 
the network. Although there is a lot of work and a lot of problems 
involved in providing t his capability, it is all worthwhile if it produces 
a network that people will actually find useful and easy to us e . 
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Proposals for a general data sharing capabili t y on the ARPA n etwo rk 

One of the aims of the ARPA network is to provide a large storage 
capability on t he ILLIAC, managed by a PDP10 data computer . Hence there 
i s a large data re source in the ARPA network and users require techniques 
and protocol s to enable them to take full advantage of t h i s reso urce. A 
data management committee, set up by the speaker, came up with the 
following proposed stages of development in the ARPA network to provide 
these capabilities. 

The first requirement is a Transmission Facility. At the present time 
jf a u se r wants to move a file from one system to another he has to l og on 
to t he system on which the file is stored, request it to transfer t he fil e 
and then wait while it does so. The transmission facility wo uld recognize 
t h e us ers r equest for f i le transfer, wherever he is in the network, and 
then carry out that transfer for him. This transmission fac ility would 
initiate file transfer, handle all message s about the status of t h e file 
in t ransit and generally act as a buffer for the u ser. 

Once this transmi ssion faci lity is working t he next step is to start 
co llecting infornlation about the names and locations of all t he files in 
the network and to construct a Location Catalogue . Thi s catalogue will 
enable us ers to refe r to their fil e s by name and not have to rememb er in 
which system and whereabouts in that system each of their files is at the 
present time. 

The next stage i s to construct a Description Catalogue . Within t he 
data computer there is a language which allo"s users to structure and 
define the logical makeup of the data t hey are storing on t he ILLIAC. 
This description information also has to be stored, so t he idea i s to 
name these files of description information, reference them by name and 
allow them to be applied to other data that i s being stored on the data 
computer. 

Stage four" consists of providing Data Conversion Modules. The ARPA 
network already has an experimental data reconfiguration service which 
works on arbitrary bit streams with input and output parameters. Network 
440 has a conversion module whi ch allows machine representation conversion 
between IBM 360, CDC6600, B5500 and PDP1 0, and is de"signed to cope with 
six other systems as well. It would be interesting to place the Network 
440 module in the ARPA network and compare t he two different mechani sms 
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side by side under the control of the data management fa cility . From 
this comparison could come the de s ign for the best type of conversion 

module for the ARPA network. 

At present whenever t he user wishes to access a pie ce of data, 
whether it be systems data or use r data, h e first has to l og on to the 
system containing that data and then make his request in t he lo cal 
command language. To r emove this restriction a Fi l e Acces s Command 
Interface is needed. The user could then make his requ est from anywhere 
.in the network in a generalized manner. The data management fac ility 
1fOuld take this request, construct the appropriate task on the system 
containing the data and return the data to the user. 

The sixth s tage is to provide a Data Access Module which is an 
extended version of the data desc ription language already present in the 
data computer. This will provide a standard method of naming and 
r eferring to data anywhere in the network, thus providing the user 
with an additional f unctional capability. This modul e will use the 
file access command interface to translat e the users r equest into the 
correct sequence of actions to r ecover the r e levant data. Also within 
the data acc ess module will be the capability of using descripto r s , at 
present used only on the data computer, throughout t he network. This 
will enable a user to st ructure all his files and give him t he capability 
of extracting pieces of data from out of his files without r etrieving the 
whole file. 

The final s tage is to bui ld a Data Management Interface to a llow 
all t he individual local data management sys t ems to communicate with 
each other. Thi s will provide a general u se r control, or network control, 
capabil ity in the network. Although this s tage involves a cons iderable 
amount of experimentation it would appear to be a u seful method of 
attempting to test out the ideas of the logical network facility 
described earli er. 
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